A great dunny read coming your way again….

Convict Trash
Run 1790 – 15th March 2021
Hare: Sir Les – Bangor Hotel
Starters Gun
Once again the Hash gods looked after us and Monday was a sunny dry day, the last thing the Hare
expected after the dreadful wet weather on Sunday. Sir Les must have said his prayers or had a
word with the Man in charge.
And surprisingly, despite the run being at Bangor, almost at the back of beyond, there was a huge
roll up of Hashers ready to tread the streets and bush of an unfamiliar area.

Run Review by Joker
As an aside, Joker told everyone they will be pleased to hear I have retired the fish net stockings.
Good start to the run, with a bit of a loop. Well set run, kept pack together, until Dundee took off
with some hashers meaning to short cut but losing trail for a while. Good terrain and plenty of
bush.
Score 9/10

Birthdays- Bowerbird and Cannon daughter, Champagne was remembered.
Visitors – Curtseying, Julie, and Dame Nellie and Kizzme
RA’s Report –
Bangor History
-

Welcome to the western shire, East Bankstown, or Bangor
Bangor first settled in 1895 by farmer Owen Jones, who came from the town of Bangor in
Wales.
There are 3 places named Bangor in Australia – in Tasmania & South Australia
The suburb wasn’t officially named until 1976. Before that it was part of Menai
Nothing really well known, or famous about Bangor – maybe the Tavern ?
Interestingly, all the streets in Bangor have an Aboriginal themed name
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Achilia Close, meaning “wild cat”
Aduluma Avenue meaning “River”
Akuna Avenue, meaning “to flow”
Allawah Close, meaning “Camp here”
Arana Close, meaning “moon”, &
Damonga Road, meaning “piss off white fella”

The name Bangor probably famous for the 1980 song : ”Day trip to Bangor” by Fidlers Dram –
everyone remembers it ????
Average house price $1.1 Million

Next Monday please bring along some eggs, chocolate, wine or what you
fancy giving for Easter Raffle to be drawn on Monday 29th March

Run Report –
Sir Les’s Splendid Bangor Ball Breaker
I was met with the promise of another well set run & with the influence of Rabbit, another hand
drawn map that promised 6 checks & 6 On Backs, and although my Strava map only indicated
5.3KM I did not set one step down an on back so needed to make a quick check of the Strava Map
for Scotch Mist to confirm the trail was 6.08KM and completed in around 45 minutes meeting all of
the requirements for the honour of run of the year (we have a contender)..
The pack set off with the excitement of new territory as many had never run from the Bangor
Tavern, I thought it had been the late 1990's that I had last run there but I was then reminded of a
run set by Power House in this area around 5 years ago. Apparently intersected with some of the
trails that Pig & Dundee used from Menai last year during the Lock Down separation but to me
Bush looks like Bush!
Sir Les had mastered the very difficult task of keeping the walkers up with the front runners, there
were a couple of early but long On Backs that had Hot Dick satisfied that he was getting as much
running in as possible but still kept Sniffer, Goon, Hannibal etc. within site of the front runners and
had the middle pack runners constantly being over taken by the whippets (Cameron & Andrew) at
the front.
Towards the end of the run I found myself running alongside Curtseying who is a bit of a "Bush Run
Snob" - he was very impressed by the trail and could not believe that he had not run in this area
before. Dame Nellie was on hand to let me know it was not really a Ball Breaker as they have to be
more than twice the length of this trail. I felt the use of natural elevation in the 2nd half of the run
gave it a "Ball Breaker" feel but certainly not beyond the capabilities of the B2H3 pack –
An excellent run that could have easily been awarded a score of 10/10!
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Next Week’s Run - Hare Slops

-

Kogarah Hotel

Where is that again???
Prickette
Pig nominated Slotcard for telling her friend Julie who was visiting Hash and having a Down Down,
she didn’t have to drink all of the Down Down – setting a bad example in the Circle
Grewsome nominated Spinifex, although absent, for looking up Slop’s nurses outfit at the AGPU

Prick
Hannibal Lector nominated QR for being too quick to step in and have Slotty’s Down Down
Dirty Weekend nominated Joker – at the AGPU we are on the green playing lawn bowls, and there
are kiddies on the other green, and Joker bends over flashing his bag of Avocadoes
Hellismellher nominated Hot Dick for on the trail, not once, not twice, not thrice, but 4 times saying
something (but I cannot read my own writing)
Pig nominated Joker because he is a disaster (I think)
Scotch Mist nominated Joker for retiring his fish net stockings
Dundee nominated Joker for his amazing “Tits” at the AGPU
Grewsome nominated QR for being too quick to drink Slotty’s Down Down

Prick

Joker

Athletes

Prickette

Slotcard

Birthdays

New Shoes
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Great Household Idea - Flip a toaster on its side to make grilled cheese.
INGENIOUS!!

WHO DOES WHAT
A man and his wife were having an argument about who
should brew the coffee each morning.
The wife said, 'You should do it because you get up first,
and then we don't have to wait as long to get our coffee.
The husband said, 'You are in charge of cooking around here and
you should do it, because that is your job, and I can just wait for my coffee.'
Wife replies, 'No, you should do it, and besides, it is in the Bible that the man should
do the coffee.'
Husband replies, 'I can't believe that, show me.'
So she fetched the Bible, and opened the Old Testament and showed him at the top
of several pages, that it indeed says .'HEBREWS'

Hare Line

Committee Details - Website www.botanybayH3.com.au
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